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IN TROW CTI ON

The development of the concept of .function is con�
sldered important by leaders in the field of ma.thematioal
education.

This study includes some graphic techniques

which are beli�ved -1:io be useful in the develo},'ment of the
function concept and is 11:mited primarily to those which
are thought to be particularly useful to prospective
teachers of secondary school mathematics o
This study is not intended to be inclusive but rath=
er suggestive or some procedures which mi�ht be adapted
to the development of the function concept in the teach
ing of' secondary school ma.theme.ties.

Some of the tech=

n1ques of graphing discussed here may not be applicable
directly in the secondary school program but they should
all aid the prospective teacher in understanding the
con�ept of functiona

CHAPTER I
THE MEANING OF FUN CTI ON
The General Meaning of Functio�
Man is oriented in a world of changing factors or
\ariables.

Man himself changes--phys1cally, mentally�

end socially.,

Lif'e and the world �.bout man are in a

state of' perpetual change and daily living requires thinkc
ing in te7'ms of variables and the rela·tionships of these
"i:·ariables to es.ch other.

Thinking in ·cerms of relation ...

ships among variables may be referred to as funet�onal
thinkingo
Many variables are dependent upon other variables o
For example $ the food consumed by a person may depend
,·pen such things as his health� the type of :food avail..,,
e.ble s and the extent to which he exercises o

One's elotho

ing may depend upon the weather� the social setting, and
tha current stylsao

This does not imply, hov1ever 9 tJ:iat

these relationships are necessarily one way propositions o
'lhe food one consumes may depend upon his health, bl}t his
l:,ealth may also depend upon the food he coneumes�

In

r,1any cases, the relationships among variables are such
that any one oft.he variables may be considered as a
i'unotlon of the o-che'.1' ve.r1ablesc
Understanding the world about us seems to imply an

und01,, s·tandi.:1g of "the :_-.ela tionshipa which e:,d st amonp: the
n::eny variables in our envlronment�

Since :1 t is lncon-

cei va.ble that one could possibly comprehend all of tha
relationships among the infinite number of variables in
his envlronment J man's interpretation
is necessarily limitedo

or

his environment

However, by making a eorrespondc

ence betweeD a limited number of variables 1n mathematical
functions and the same number of' variable factors in our
{S:nvirom.n.enta interesting interpre:ta.tions :resuH; and many
ether related relationships may be deduced by implieation o
The Mathematical Mea.nilliL,Of Function
As has been illustra:ted .:, thinking in terms of rela=
tionsh1ps or- ::functional thinking is to a large extent
the basis of human thought�

This type of ·chinking is

essential in the development of mathematical ooneepts o
ks Klein stated so v�eill ., :functional thinking 1s the

0

sou1 °

of mathematics (14:2)�
The simplest concept of function, as the term 1s
1..rnad in mathematics. co11cerns the relationship between
two variables ., one ve.rlable being a tune tion of the o"i';he:r> o
ror each value of one variable i, the independent variable !)
there is a defini ta co1:•responding value for th� other 0
the dependent variableo

The dependent variable ia said

i;o be a function of the independent variable which is
defined as a quantity ths.t may take on different values
Y'ithin e. given range in a spec1f1e discuasion c
In order to further this discussion it is desirable

to define .a:Jepl:i.ci tJ.y certain ma thema tie�l terms:
A �ymbol which represents any unspecified one

or a given set of numbers. in a given problem or

discussion, is called a variable o

Tha numbers of the set are called values of the
va1�ia.ble; the set of numbers 1 tself is calted the
ran� of the variable o
A symbol which represents only one particula�
number, ln a Riven problem or d1scuss1m1 1> j_e called
a constant�
If two variables are so related that to each
value o:f one variable in. a given range there corre ...
---sponds one value {or more than one value} or the
other variable :1 the second variable is called a
function of the first variable in that range (38:2) o
The type of function referred to above is a function
of one variableo

An example of such a f'lmct1on la the

..,ree. of' a squaZle which is related to the si.de of the
square by the equation A=s .2. (A represent.a the area of
the square and S representa the length of the side of
the square)o

For each positive value of the variable S 0

there is a corresponding value for the va1"' iable A o
foro

There,,,

A ·1s a �unction of S; sis the independent variable

Hnc1 A is the dependen·t varlable o
Functions whose values depend upon more than one
independent variable are said to be functions of several
�ariableso
I.f one v��ris.ble is so related to several other
va1�ia.bles tha. t to each set of' values of ·che last
mentioned variables 1.n their respective ranges there
correEponds one value (or more than one value) or
the first variable� th�n the first variable 1s said
to be a�� of the other variables (38:8) a
:,�or example; v tho area. of. a rec tanr,le do pends on the
�.ength and width of the rectanglec

The eque,tion is _.,

or

"cu:r.se!J /i=>I w m1d the depe1,.dent variable A is a function
c,f -� and wi> the independent variablese
Equations such as those men-iiioned .:> 1n which the
value of the function ia represented by a single variable
A.� are termed explicit functions and A is called the ex""
r,licit funatioo. of the independent variable o:r va:ria.bles o
When neither the dependent nor the independent variable
ls indicatad D the function is called an implicit function
e.nd e:l ther variable is said to be the implic1 t funet1on
or the other (2:145L,

For exampls� in the equation �y=-6

the independent variable ls not indicated andy may be
considered an implicit function of� or % an implicit
£'unction of yo
Fune t1 ons may be �xpressed by any of the following::
{1) tables of vs.lt1es� (2) precise verbal statemen·ts»
(SJ formulas� or (4) graphso

In this study attention

'iiiill be focused primarily on the graphlcs.1 representation
<.11' funet1onso

However. in order to see this phase of the

:.iubjsct in 1ts true perspective 0 it seems relevant a:i:;
this point to consider briefly the history of the devalop
r.1snt of' the function concept in the teaching and learning
of mathematies-o

0

CHAP.TER II

A .BRIEF HISTORY OF '11HE. ROLE OF THE FUNCTION CONCEPT
IN THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS
The use of the function eoncept in the teaching or
mathematics is not a new praeticeo

As far back as 1873 9

Oettingen stated that the function concept should form
the basis for the teaching of mathematics {14:49) 0

How�

ever ,> 1 t was not until more recent times that e·mphas1s
on the .function concept became widespr&ad o
Emphasis in Germani
In 1843 Ko Ho Schellbach published

a·

textbook con=

taining ma·terial on conic sections and selected problems
in which he stressed the idea of' varlat1on 11 and in 1865
Ro Baltzer also published a book which emphasized the
concept of �unction (14:49)0

The work of these men paved

the way for Felix Klein who was the first to explicitly
express the idea of functional thinking as the "soul» or
ma.thematlcso
In 1893, in an address before the International Con°
g1"ess of' 14athematic1ana at Chics.go $ Klein presented his
ideas concerning the importance of runct1onal thinking
in the teaching of mathematics�

He received little.or

n.o support but :, realizing the value of functional think=
ing in the teaching and lea�n1ng or mathematies g oont1n-

U'3d to pres•�nt his views to various comm1 ttees end cone
farences or teacherso

In_ 1904 he met with a conference

or mathematicians and scientists in Brealau and gained
some support for his cause.

As a result of the confer=

ence 9 a committee known as the Breslauer Kommiesion was
appointed to formulate a definite proposal for a refor•
mation of the teaching of mathematics in the schools of
Germany with special attention to be devoted to the rune•
tion coneepto

-in r905 the proposal. now known as the

Meraner �hrplan. was submitted to the conference (14:
52-53)�

Wo Lietzmann concluded:

The present condition of the teaching of mathematics
in Germany la a direct outcome of the reform begun
under the leadership of Felix Klein in 1905 under
the name of the Meraner Vorschlageno The German
subcommittee of the IMUK-Ji- =rovided the necessary
impetuso The revision of the curriculum. begun in
191? at the request of the Prus�ian Minister or
Education and published in 1922• summarized the
reforms proposed in the intervening yeare o The
Prussian Richtlin1en and the syllabi of the othe�
German· states have been based on the recommenda
tions of this plan and with a few additions they
have been made generally compulsory (29:50) 0
Emphasts 1n France
Alth�Jgh the function concept came to play a domic
nant role in the teaching of mathematics in Germany,
the French merely applied it to the.subject matter al
ready being taughto

However. they realized the value

of the fUnction concept and thought it logical to apply
graphic techniques in their teachingo

Darboux was

�nternat1onale Mathematisohe Unterriohts-Komm1ssion
(International Commission on the Teaching or Mathemat=
icsL,

greatly responsible for placing a study or graphs and
.functions in the official programs of the French schools
1n 1902 (l4:58e6l).
A. Chatelet states that:
In all grades of teaching, demonstration 1s the
rule; hard and fast truths, unexplained formulas
are nearly always forbidden; exceptions are stud•
1ed with· as much interest as general oases (29:39} 0
Emphasis in England
John Per�y began a reform movement in the teaching
of mathematics in England about l90lo. He pointed out
that teaching procedures in mathematics had failed to
present the material in an enthusiastic• 1nteresting0
and meaningful manner.

In acoordance wlth Klein he

pointed out that the study of mathematics must be a con�
tinuous process and not a sum of isolated facts o - He
stated that graphing and functionality nrust necessarily
be emphasized 1n the teaching of mathematics o

Perry's

reform movement progressed rather rapidly since many of
the mathematics teachers had already employed h1s sug�
gested method8 in modified forms.
c. Godfrey carried on Perry's theme by stressing
the importance of the idea of functional thinking in
11feo

He also pointed out that graphs as a visual a1d

to functional thinking are very 1mportant o
To Percy Nunn supported Godfrey and Perry and ate
tempted to further the thinking !n mathematics in term.a
of relationships and variableao

Nunn states:

Mathematical truths always have two sides or
aspectso With the one they faoe and have contact
with the world of outer real1t1es lying in time
and spaceo With the other they face and have re•
lat1ons w.ith one anothel' (32:16) 0
According to Hamley.
Nunn's Teaching of Algebra is, in essence� a
treatise on the mathematical oonoept of function
ality; it is more it is a treatise on functional
th1nk1ng in life t\14:74)a
Before considering the reform movement in America»
which will bring the discussion of the development

or

the function concept up to date, it seems desirable to
view briefly the developments in a few other European
countries which contributed to the formulation of .rune•
tional thinking as a uniform method of teaching mathe
matics:,
Emphasis 1n Other Countries
The government of Austria 1n 1909 formulated regue
lat1ons with which the schools were d1rec·ted to ooinplyo
Among these regulations was the requirement to lay th$.
foundation of £unct1onal1ty in the early stages of matheo
matical learn1ngo

Var1at1on and graphing were soon 1nm

troduced in an effort to comply with this particular
regulationo

Simple functional equations were introduced

and followed by progressively more compliaated ones o
The reform in Hungarian mathematical education be
gan 1n 1906 under ·the direction of the Hungar1a,n Com""
mittee of the International Commission on the Teaching
of Mathematicso

This reformation brought aboQt

o o o the introduction of p,raphie elements in the
beginning work 1n aritbmet1o, and the introduction
o� the :f'unction concept 1n the beginning of alge
bra in the third clas3. the evolutional development
0£ these elements in all subsequent classes (29:66} 0

Italy did not radically reform the teaching of
mathematics but, like F�anoe, simply applied a few new
methods to the subject matter already being taught o
Ref'orm ;•.1:o'temant in America
Since Felix Klein's address of 1893 was rather in�
ef£ectual in directly producing changes in the United
States. Eo Ho Moore may be said to have been the primary
instigator of the American reform movement o

In 1902 h&

addressed the American Mathematical Sooiety; this speech
paved the way ror the introduction of the :function cone
capt into the teaching or mathematics a few years later o
In 1908 the reform movement ln America got underway but
the function concept did not receive great attention un•·
til the 1920' So
In 1916 a committee of the Mathematical As�ociation
of America :, known as the National Committee on Mathemat'°
ical Requirements. was appointed by the president� Eo Ro
Hedr1ck D to formulate a national ideal for the refo:rm
movement in the teaching of mathemat1cso

At this time

the need for such action was evident because there was
little coordination among the various parts of the
country as far as teaching practices were conoerned o
The report� The Reorganization of Mathematics in
Seconda�y Education 0 was submitted by the committee 1n

c.,

1923G

10

C,

In this report are found tha rirst darlnite recom•

r,1endatlons concerlliing the role which the function concept
should play in the teaching of seoondary school mathemat•
ics.

With !'eference to geometry the committee states:
The one great idea which is best adopted to unity
the course 1s that of functional relat1on o The con�
cept of a variable and of the dependence of one vari•
able upon another is of fundamental importance to
everyone. It is true that the general and abstract
form of these concepts can become significant to the
pupil only as a result of very considerable matheQ
matical experience and training. There is nothing
in either concept• however, which prevents the p�&So
entat1on of speo1fic concrete examples and illus
trations of dependence even 1n the early parts of
the course (25:12).
The first draft ·of chapter seven of this report waa

written by E. R. Hedrick.

In this chapter he states:

Indeed the reason for insisting so strongly upon
attention to the idea of relationships between
qua.nti ties ie that suoh relationships do occur in
real life in connection with practically all 0£ the
quantities with wh1oh we are called upon to deal in
p�actioeo Whereas there can be little doubt about
the small value to the student who does not go on
to higher studies of some of the manipulative proe
ceases cri t'ized by the Na t1onal Comm! ttee 11 there
can be no doubt at all or the value to all persons
of any experience in their ability to see and to
foresee the manner 1n which related quantities ata
feet each other.
To. attain what has been suggested• the teacher
should have in mind constantly not any definition
to be :recited by the pup11, not any automa t1o ra ..
sponae to a given cue, not any memory exercise at
all, but rather a determination not to pass any
instance in which one quantity is related to anothG
er, or in wh1ch one quantity is determined by one
or more others, without calling attention to the
fact, arid trying to have the student "see how·1t
works." These instances occur in literally thou
sands of cases in both algebra and geometry (25:65).
On the bae1s- of random observations in secondary
school text·books 51 exercises concerning the concept of

= 11

c::,

function and the graphic interpretations of functions
seem to have increased since the publication of the 1923
Report.

A study of first and second course secondary

school algebra texts by Graham is in agfeement with th1e
B�low are tables and graphs showing

apparent condition.

the average number of pages devoted to exercises on vari
ation and dependence and to exercise� on functional graphs
and analytic geometry in representative first and second
course secondary school algebra texts (13:12'7,146•195,221,
128,147,197,222).

In general, an increase is shown 1n

each of the first five decades of the twentieth century
with a leveling off tendenoyo
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· (continued)

An important change 1n organization is observed 1n
the fact that exercises concerning the concept of func

0

tion in the more recently published texts are no longer
isolated in a single chapter as was the practice in
earlier textso

Graham states:

Rather than being isolated in a single chapter 0
the concept of function is new coming to pla1 a
major role throughout the algebra textbooks {13:SO) o

CHAPTER III
GRAPHING AS A VISUAL AID
Aa previously stated• functions may be represented
by:

(1) formulas� (2) tables of values, (3) verbal

statements, or (4) graphs.

This study is primarily

concerned with the graphing of funot1onso
Graphing is not the only method or technique that
can be used in teaching the concept of function, and it
is frequently impractical to graph functions of many
variables.

However. graphing 1s extremely valuable in

introducing the concept of function to the student or
mathematics.

·According to Haas and Packer, it 1s possible that
85 percent of our learning begins with the visual and
auditory organs (15:xi).

Therefore, in education 1t

seems qu1te fitting that audio-visual aids be used to
make learning more concrete, particularly 1n introducing
new conceptso

In the words of the Chinese, "One look

1s worth a thousand words."
Tt1e function concept 1s obviously made more con
crete by the use of graphieal analys1so

The graph o�

a function offers a picture whereby the observer may
see relationships between variables and the way in which
one variable changes with respect to the other(s)o

"" 14 =
Throughout algebra the graph� alone or in con•
junction-with the formula 9 plays an important part
as an instrument of analysis and generalization o
It is obvious that it shares many of the properties
of the fornn.1la. Like the formula it oa..n be used to
bring out and express the "law" or 1dent1 t'1 which
underlies the diversity of a number of concrete
numerical facts. Like the formula it delivers 1te
message in a form readily taken in by the eye, and
so ministers to the 0 short view." It may often be
regarded as a general statement from which� as by
substitution in a formula• an endless number of new
particulars can be deduced. Lastly, it can 1n some
cases be manipulated like a formula so as to yield
new and unsuspected generalizations (32:11).
Tnere seems to be no doubt that graphing is of use
both rrom the mathematical point or view in showing the
relationships between geometric forms and mathematical
equations and from the educational and psychological
point of view as a visual aid to learningo

CHAPTER IV
INTRODUCTION TO GRAPfilNG WI TH
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES
For purposes of graphing oerta1n types of functions,
Renes Decartes (1596-1650) perrected the system� rec•
tangular coordinates whloh is based on the theory of di
rected lines (12:12).

This system is explained in the

following discussion.
Let 1.r1,. be any directed line with the direction
pos 1 ti ve

from �, to

?'

and negs. ti ve from � to % '�

The

positive direction ts indicated by an arrowhead (Figure·
2L�

If A and 8 az,e two points on. the directed line�
,yl
If-I

the

I

A '

I

I

' A'

b'

Figure 2

I

expression AB may indicate either the line drawn

from Atoe or the real number whose value is the number
of times the unit or measure !s contained in the lineo
The sign o.f the numerical value ·or AB depends on the
direction from A toB P positive or negative ae the case
may be o

1

Therefore, AB and A � may 1nd1ca te certain line

segments and also ee·rtain numbers o
2. AB=-+lfand A'8'=�3o

-

Re.ferring to Figure

It may be seen from this that if

A and S ar0 po1nta on a directed l1ne. BA=-AJJ or -11=-(+J./-)"o
If A. 8, and Care three points on a directed line,

AB

may be thought of as a motfon f'ztom A to 8 and 8C as

B to Co The total distance ls the
from A to C or AB+-BC.aAc (Figure 3).

sum of

a motion from
·the motions

AB+lJC::. Jf+6-s/tJ�Ac
Figure 3
By letting any point on a directed line ,t,'% be

0

{later defined as the origin) and marking off points on

O

each side of

using any arbitrary unit of measure D an

important use of directed lines 1s introduced o
point

Pis

associated With a real number

OP

Every

and

also

every number 1s associated with a point Po
?l

'

I

I)

I

I

I

B ' '

I

0

I

I

�

A

e

I

I

Figure 4
In Figure 4� every point 1s assooiated with a dis�
tance which represents a real numbero

OC:&J,'i.

ai:::id

Thus :,

OA=2, OB:.��

oo�-7o

Using thia assoo1at1on of numbers and points, let PJ.
1
and P£. represent two points on line X. %. and let_ ,(. e.nd
J.
Then� in Figure 5,

%.2 indicate the real numberao

i � = 0� -0� = � - � o The d1.f.ference
Thus, tl %-=-& 1 • 1 · 'J_
sign L\

1 s denoted by tha

and

c

Ofi.+11j.=()1

0

I

I

O

I

I

I

I

I

0

0

l

I

l

Pg_
F1gµra 5

I

>-X

a -;;ray to interpret pai:r ·s of numbe:r>':3 3 ?l and. 'Y'� so that
'7

fu.nc ti on8 such as J"Gfr17{may be· 1-:eprasente<l gr-aphically<t
The mast obvious way is to use two axes ... -one f'or 9:; and
one fo1"

Y•

'l'his could possibl·.v be accomplished b-y draw=

ing parallel axes and indicating by an a��owhead each
value which corresponds 'to each ,� value o

u

..7·

This is done

Figur.?....J�
However, J:'or eer-caln types of functions this met..l-iod
has many serious disadvantages as compared with the reo=
t:angv.1ar coo:..dinate s1sterr1 which employa the use of pe:r=
p0ndicular axes whose origins coincide.
the method

of

For example 6

using parallel axes requires an infinite

number of lines for all values of .i ==even when O< %<lo
The use of' perpendlcular a::;�os rns.kes it posstble to use
a single point instead of a line to represent any par
ticular pair of' c6rre2ponding values· for !'tl and

yo

The

perpendicular distance of this point from the Y••axis in
the positive or negative xcad.irection r0presents t.;h& ·va.1.uo
of 't, and the distance -o:f this poir::t from the x-axis in
the positive or negative y-dir•ection repr,esents the value
of

yo

Usually the x-s.xis is drawn horizon cally and the

y-axis vertically with the- positive directions :right and
up re.spect1vely.
To 1lluet;rate, let P be any point 1n the plane de
termined by x'� and

.YY•

The projections of P on the x...

and.y�axes are Rand S respectively (Figure 7).
rected distance

SP

or

OR

The di•

is the x coord1nate or abscissa
0

of P • and 1 t is positive when P 1a to the right of the

y�axisD negative when to the left• and zero when on the
y.... axis.

The directed distanoe RP or OS is the y•coord1-

nate or ordinate of P and is positive when P 1a above
the x-axis, negative when below it. and zero when on the
x-ax18o

JI

I

(-,+) (+:, +)
%-' -----t------lt>�
(-., -) (+,-)
E

JI!
"jll
Figure 8

Coordinate axes divide the plane into four parts
known as quadrantso

The quadrants are numbered 1n coun

terclockwise order as in Figure Bo

In Fi�re

a,

theJ signs

of the coord1n�tes of the points in each of the quadrants
are 1nd1catedo

It 1s customary to denote the x•coordinate

firsto
The graph of the equation

y=3"-x-.

using the rectangu

lar coordinate system, is shown 1n Figure 9.

C

y

I

(�>6)

I I

i1:j)

f I I
I I I

%'----.....----...-.....-.1�•'--'-· �---.......----

;y'
Figure 9
Since this graph is a stra1ght line, infinite 1n
length, 1 t is possible to show only a selected portion
of the entire graph o

CHAPTER V
GRAPHIC TECHNIQUES OF VALUE IN MAKING MORE ,a;ANINGFUL
CERTAIN TYPES OF ALGEBRAIC F'UNCTIONS
OF A SINGLE VARIABLE
FIRST DEGREE FUNCTIONS
It will be discovered that all straight lines result
in algebraic equations or the f'irst degree.

Conversely.
The

any equation of the r1rst degree is a straight l1ne o
equation of a strai�ht line mQy be written 1n several

forms. but each form may, in gene�al� be reduced to any
of the othare o
The graph of the equation of a straight line may be
determined by a point and a direction or by two pointe o
Using a point and a direction to determine a line leads
naturally to the "point-slope form."
Point-Slope For!
The equation or a line
�. which passes through the
point �(�_,½,) and wh1eh has a
slope

m,

is to be determined a

Point P(,x,,y) is ohosen as any
other point on line

y'
Figure 10

t..o

•

Th&

slope of the line is de�1ned
as

tfJ.11 �

(Figure 10) o

There

0

C
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fore the point-slope fo:rm of' the equation ls

Y·.¼,=rn(�--�>•

The point-slope form may also be used when two points
are known, since the slope may be round by us1n� the elope
formula and the equation determined by using the slope and
either of the two g1ven points.
Slope Intereept Form
0

If the slope and the y-intercept (o, b) a:re given ., the

point-slope form of the equation y-_½-m1n/2-&)becomee y-h•m/lJI.-�)
or o/:171'¥--+b.

'I'he form y=1n�-t-J, is commonly referred to as

the slope-intercept form (Figure 11).

This form of the

equation identifies a point on the line (the y-1nteroept)
and the dire_ct1on of the line (indicated by the slope).
With this information the line can be easily graphed.
Y.

z..'

I

li'lgure 12
Intercept 1',orm

The coo�d1nates of the x

0

and·/01 b) respectively.

and y�intercepts are (a..J o)

The alopen,.:£-:: or

-!6

By sub..,

sti tut:tng th the point-slope form, y-ba --}(-x-c) is obtained
and reduces to

,¾·1-(::/.,

the intercept-form (Figure 12).

From this equation the two intercepts may be identified

= 22 •

immediately and the graph is determined.
From the above equation, if ��() then ,y•b • and if' y="
The line y11b 1s parallel to the x•ax1s and

then X=a..

the line x,.sa. 1s parallel to the y-axis (Figure 13).
These are general forms of the equations of any lines
parallel to the axes.

y

-----

It will be noted that if two axes
are used in the place of

14'%=0..
I
I 'IJ�-b

--r�

�'-----+---!�. -+�
I
I

I

one� then a constant such
as

��a. is represented by a

line rather than by a point
as in Figure 2o.

Figure 13
The General Eguat1on
Every linear equation in% and

y

may be written 1n

the general form A�+B,y +-C=O; A.

a.

and A and Bare not both zero.

If the equation 1a solved

.f ,i:....,

and C are constants

JI• 1 t is in the slope-intercept form ':f=f7.-J(--$
=""

and- -fr:=h }.

If C=O the equation becanes A�.,iC•O or 1'

= -f

which is represented by a line parallel to the y-axis;

similarly. if Aa:.O the e�e.t1on becomes B,y+(¥() or y•--j which

1s represented by a l!ne parallel to the x-e.x1so

SECOND DEGREE FUNCTIONS

]
1
j

All second degree functions are of the form Az�+-B.r�C%
-,,u:,, -1-E,-;y-1-r=O.

However $ 1n this study the major emphasis

will be on those in Wh1eh £ = 0 • s1nce they a.re more tm...
portant in secondary school teaching due to their simpli•

city of form.
Although the proof is omitted in this paper. it may

be shown that any equation of the second degree is a
conic section.

A conic se·etion 1s defined as a curve

which is the intersection of a plane with a right circu

L

lar coneo
If' the plane is perpendicular to the axis of the

cone» the conic section is a circle (Figure 14(a)) o

I�

the event that the plane·passes through the vertex of
the cone. its intersection may be considered a circle
with radius zero, or a null circleo

This will be con

sidered more fully in a later discussion o

14(a)

14(b)

Figurea

14(c)

14(d)

'If' the plane passes ent;irely across one nappe of
the cone• the conic section is called an ellipse (Figure

14(b)); and if the plane 1s parallel to an element of

... 24 °

the cone. its intersection is called a parabola.

See

Figure 14(c).
If the plane is parallel to the axis ot the right

clroular cone and cuts both nappes or the cone. the conic
section is a hzyerbola (Figure 14(d)).

The speo1al case .

in which the plane passes through the vertex will be coo�
sidered later.
The equations or the various conic sections may be
derived as locus problems involving only a straight line
and a point. called the directrix and focus respectively.
However. a less generalized and more easily understood
approach will be used in this study since it is more ap•
plicable to the teaching of 3econdary school mathematics.
Each of the conic sections Will be considered as an ing
d1v1dual locus problem.
The Circ:itv
A circle may be defined as the locus of all polnta
equidistant from a given point, called the center of
the circle.

A.

The equation 7',a.,s,y§...-i is readily derived by

use of the Pythagorean Theorem.

See Figure 15.
The po1nt (-x., ,y) 1s any

point on the o1�cle and 1ta
coordinates· represent re
spectively the distances to
the ya and x-axee.
Figure 1,§

There

fore� the triangle rormed
is a right triangle and the

radius or the circle, /4� is the hypotenuse.

,.

z

The Parabola
A parabola may be de.fined as the locus of all points
equidistant from a given line, called the directrix• and
a given point. called the focuso

Using this definition�

the equation of the parabola can be derived�
Let the directrix be
parallel to the 7�ax1s, the

Dir-ec:b··ix �

focus on the x-axis, and

I

I
I

each equidistant from the
y-ax1so

Let the distance

between the di�ectrix and
the y•axis equal
Figure 16

f

and the

distance between the y-axis
and the .focus equal

total distance being P (Figure l6)o

-f ,

Pj_ck any point.

the

8 •

on the �urve and set the value of the distance of B from
the d1rectF1.x equal to the value of the distance of' B
from the focuao

See Figure l?o

rived as followso

Figure 17

,.

Thus ��)'=;t.

The equation may be deo

... 26 =

The equation of a parabola whose d1reotr1x la paral•
lal to the x-axis may be derived in an.analogous manner.
{Figure 18}.

Figure 18
The Ellipse
An ellipse may be defined as the locus of a point

such that the sum or its undi�eeted distances from two
fixed points (foci) is a constanto

The center of the

ellipse is the point midway between the fooi. and the
line through these three points is the principal axis of·
the ellipse.

2

The genez•al equation of an ellipse, fe. ·-+

Z
ft':d�

may be derived in the following way (see Figures 19 and
20)o
Let the foci be a distance of C units from the ye
axis and on the x•ax1a, thus defining the foci as the
points (c,, o) and (-c) O)o

P1ok any point. (-x-�y), suoh that

the sum, M+Ng of it� distances from the f'oci is a con•
stant i, 2.a..(a.;;,c).

By using 2.a.I'ather than

a. as M-+N,

the derivation is s1mpl1�1ed considerably as shown in

the .f ollow!ng:

J'r M+IY �.2a
t/f,t�",W-t--t.J�r� .zd,,.,
vr�-d""-f]'3-:: �a..-VC-t-c)

'a.

'1

'?"

� �:Z c'"' -I c'--1y,.,J/tt!:-'14Jlft,I t:),,.../ ,y�+ i'·+J.c�1-e�,,.
Figure 19

-Ye')( - t'� :.; 9A �,i.(:) t�"'Z-

C�+aJ- '" a..Vl-% tcJ"-,y •

C "-�"=, 21..ac<t, -u,..11- ::. a.,.,(1/'•+.1. e "I- +c1.+"JI,,,)

Y.

C:} ';,b,,,.e-,t-,A-Ii' �a.-a.�2, �i.c: �+a..•c:. 2-+a.'2...,11 £
1'

��---+�--,....,. '>' --c��tt2 1-,_,.7,,,_= ()f.. 4-� � :a,.
l

Figure 20
Since

a. 1

= � �(d-o "'- e. '2J

s�,._j_

�3/a, �'j+e,,,'-11.

and c 2. are oonstarits. another oonstant b
2.

may be substituted £or a. :.-e .

z.

The above equation then

-:.
becomes $t.1,,
a.-a. + ffe=.J.and
the x• · and :,--intercepts are t: a. and

t.b respectively.
By analogy the equation
of an ellipse whose major
axis 1s on the· y-axis 1s
See Figure 21.

Figure 21

J.'}le Hyperbola
A hyperbola may be defined as the loous of a point
suoh that the difference of its undirected distances
from two fixed points (foci) is a constant. The general
equation of this curve is � �:a.
.., ::J which may be derived by

¾a. - 0

using the following methodo

Let the foc1 be (c., o) · and {-��o> and

the di.fferenee of

the undirected distances from any point s, (tt.,'1)# to the foci
be :1:2.a.o
ified

-z-.

Both +2.a.. and

are llSed since 1 t was not spec

whether the distance to (c::,c) was greater or less

than the distance to (-e; o).

This will :result in

the

curve's having two branches with the center at the or1°
gin ( Figure 22}o

itf-,cj<fj''6,-�?= -t;,2.,

"� a. .. r21- -tt/f11-e.)s-

vf�4 .r

"?'

s.'

iJ..J,c%,-lt:l,yt[; 'll'J.,1,.rvi'�-e)'•7:Y"' -,.1(.4.2�"#'..;.G,:,, �

i.
c x--..-c.1:ti"' = a. it: -.t,t/1,, a&?I.,. "' c -;;.,r:.--;,'2.
'.I. � ..,_ ,_

c\.2-ev �i-a.►i..11'

Figure 22

Since

(J

c >a.,. and c

12- '2.

-t:A- efl-1-a. 1!..

:i

t
.a

and a.. are constants, another con•

stant, b 2 0 maybe substituted for c?:o,}·o
above then becomes ;;;-

a.

�'I.,

-i :2.o
/1.

The equation

C)
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Similarly, it may be
shown that .if the axis of
the hyperbola is vertical
(Figure 23}. the equation
y2 ;t.2.
becomes a!-._ b;:;;J.
Figure 23

Additional Points of Interest
By changing the values of certain constants in the
equations of the circle, parabola. ellipse_ and hyper
bola. families of graphs are obtained.
It -'l."'2
�'>1""-"'
%

If
�i;,�\16
/r.�N,,

--1�--Y-:'i""Jlna:::..+-----t-�➔�

If ...,z a6
-1,,1+ -;,'::3'

Circles with the same
center but with d1£ferent
radii are obtained when the
�alue of h is changed in
the equationo

See Figure

240

Figure 24.

A family of parabolaa

p•t
I�
. y'-a�

1s formed by giving differ=

l.P p.:l
;,2>:: 2,,. --o-----.l� f'- "'2

1 :'/-,t.

ent values top in the equa
tion y2-rZp�o

See Figura 25.

Figure 25
From Figure 25 it may be discovered that asp ap
proa.ehes

o,

0

y also approaches D for any g1 ven value of -x..

In ·t:h.e special ease when p:::.o. yit) and the x=ax1s 1s the
graph of the parabola.

As P approaches infinity the

parabo1a approaches the y-axis as a limit.
As shown prev1ously. the general equation of' an

�jl.'�a.:

ellipse is a.it'-,2.
i. -+ �a.
b-.. -::..1.o ·rr az.=b'· the equation becomes z:
the equation oX a circleo Thus a c1rele may be considered
a special case of an ellipse in.which the major axis is
equal to the minor axis.

If a is increased while b re

malns constant" ·the ellipse becomes longel' horizontally.
Similarl·sr:, if' b increases and

a.. remains constant ., the

ellipse becomes longer vertically.

See Figure 26 0

z

\� t/
'-

'-

I

/I
I

Figure 26

Figure 27

Families of hyperbo1as may be obtained 1n much the
same manner as those of the ellipse.

If b 1s increased

while a. remains constant, the value of

'!I also increases

for any given value of "/£,, (Figure 27 ).

The effect of

keeping b constant and changing a1s to change the axes
intercepts which are (c,,o) and/-� o) as well as to change
the asymptotes of the hyperbolao
As mentioned previously, the conics may be formed
by the intersection of a plane with a right circular

coneo

V/hen the plane is passed th�gh the vertex or

·i;he cone, apeo1al cases of the circle• parabola # and
hyperbola are formed (Figures 28. 29, and 30} o

Figure 28

Figure 29

Figure 30

From Figure 28 it may be seen that as a plane per
Jendicular to the a.xis of a cone approaches the vertex�
the radius of the circle of interseotion decreases and
approaches zeroo

When the radius becomes zero the alge

braic equation of the circle ie z.2.+y2=-0 which may be repre
sented by a point whose ooord1natea are ( o,, o).
then �a...

-y and

Ir z.z+ytti,

only the values x, .. o and :y=-o will satisfy

this equation sinoe a positive number cannot equal a nega•
ti ve number.
Figure 29 illustrates a geometrical interpretation
or the special case of the parabola which 1e a str.a1ght
line.

As the piane cutting the cone to form the parabola

approaohes the vertex 5 the parabola approaches its 11m1t 9
a straight line or an element of the coneo

Re£e� to page

29 for an algebraic interpretation of this special cas&o

ID

32 -

As a plane parallel to the axis or a cone and form
ing a hyperbola 1e moved closer to the ver-t&x (Figure 30) •
the branches of the hyperbola approach the elements of
If' the plane passes . through the vertex, an equao

the coneo

tion for this special case (intersecting straight lines)
may be derived as follows:
,:,

Using the slope-form
or the linear equat1on 1 the
equations of these two in te:r
sec ting lines are 'y=j� and

-------,ik-------+.t.

y::stf� or

'!I-£�= o

and

,y+§. ¢ =O.

Combining the two equations,
,,,.a. ....,a.
wh1oh
Y-f.. 1t'2."l)or ;fi_-�-�
�

1s

the equation for this special
Figure 31

cas.e of the hyperbola {Figure
31).

Horizontal and Vertical Displacement
Thus far the only second degree functions considered
are those with centers or vertices at the origin and with
axes colrtcidental with the coordinate axeso

These tn$.Y be

considered as special oases of the standard equations o�
the conics.

Having derived the equations of these special

cases. it is possible to generalize even more and obtain
the standard equations of the conics when the centers or
vertices are at any point (1,, lf) o

The only :restriction 1a

that the principal axes of the conics be parallel to the
x- or y•ax1s.

Consider the equation of a circle whose center 1a
at the or1g1n, 2'.�,..:-,1,&o
fory.

Substitute M'-1>) for � and (,y-lt)

This displaces the circle horizontally n units

and vertically k units.

By application of the Pythagorean

Theorem it may readily be seen that (�-JJ�(y-4-)�A.� ls a cir•
ale with center at (hl<X and radius of.It.

See Figuree 32(a)

and 32{b).

IJ

Figure 32(a)

Figu:tte 32 (b)

By analogy, the general equation of a parabola is
(,y-,t)2-:. 2. p ht•h) or �-1>)'. a ,aly--f"}, the equa t1on of an ellipse
is�-,-,���='
�'

.,i:-

b�

,.

or ��tu. + f7r!!f;�, and the -equation of' a

.-:"' �! .t

hvnerbola is �:n): I>,..

��

..1,)1;1 with displacef�
or {s!..=fi):
h,.
& ""

ments horizontally and vertically of fl and k units re 0

speotivelyo

See Figures 33, 34, and 35.
1I 'i �

I

-

---��
,.___

Figure 33

Figure 34

• 34 •

Figul"e 35
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HIGHER DEGREE FUNCTIONS

Higher degree algebPaic f'Unot1ons or a single var1•
"'

,...'2.
"'-'
+-a_, '¢ • • ·

ab le are of the general form -Fr-x)= 4o%. •a.,�

• • ,+-t-J�

In the �raphing of such equations ., it 1e often des1�able
to determine certain properties of the f'Unct1on which
may include any or all of the following:

(l) axes inter

cepts. (2) relative high and low points, (3} slope at any
po1nt. (4) points of inflection ., (5) horizontal and vert1 ...
eal asymptotes� and (6) sign lines and tan�ent carriers.
Axes Intercepts
The axes intercepts of a function of a slnp;le vari•
able are determ1n�d by alternately setting x and
to zero and solving the equation.
equation �::.%1-.tt.,i2:..'l�r/l1 1.f

�=-()

r equal

For example ., in the

the y-lntercept is +16;

if �:=O the x•inte:rcepts are-t2. -2 • and+-'7' (Figure 36) o

Figure 36
Relative High and Low Pointa
The relative high and low points of the graph of a
function may be determined by using calculus �nd finding

the first derivative of the function.

The value of the

first derivative is equal to the slope of the tanp,ent
to the·curve at any point.

In Fi�ure 37 consider the

curve as a portion of the function �,,.ff,.').

J:_ represents

the slope of the secant

JI

through the points (�,y) and
As A 't approaehes

zero•

11,, also approaches

values of A� and the point
f1,�)approaches the point
(�)ty).

This 11m1 ting posi

tion of the secant 1s deFigure 37
fined as the tangent to the curve at the point (¢��). or
the instantane�a rate of change of j' w1 th respect to % •
:.fa thematically this is written as the limit of!; as A¢
approaches zero, or'.t-;..

it = J!:--t.:,,... f6i:;+A�)-1t'9wh1ch 1s
,1:,�-,;()

9'-

d.K�ti

the first derivative or the function.

A ,,t

When the first derivative of a function is set- equal
to zero. it is then possible to find the eoord1nates of
the points where the slope or the function 1s zero.
These points are the rela t1ve high and low points o
example ., in the equation
ative is

,��r�-lf .

�-=-¢ 1-'l?t "--'1¥-·1-16,

F'or

the first deriv...

Sett1nR th�s equal to zero. it 1s

found that the slope 1s zero when Z:11.11 and-:'15.

Obvious

ly the y�coord1nates of these points may be found by
subst,ituting the values of the x-ooordinates ln the orig•

inal equation.

Thue the coordinates o� the relative

h1gh and low poJnts are {�J.>•J':Z) and/-;'f.J'> I�}.

See 11,igure

38.
In a similar manner, if-% is expressed as a function

of y, the first derivative

1,: then determines

the rela•

tive maximum and minhnum points of the equation to the
ri�ht and left.
points

A. 8,

In Figure 39 1 for example,J;=� at the

a?"d C.

--;f-_.,.

A

8
C

Figure 39

Figure 38
Slope at Any Point

It may be readily
understood that if the slope
· equals zero there

j

s no·

change in the function at
that point.

However, 1. t is

often necessary to know the
slope at some other point
Fjgure 40

where the function 1e changing.

... 38 ...
For example, ,.n the equation '11:¢3-11-11- 2-'I� .,,,

1

1t may be

des:i red to know the slope or rate of ohanp,e when � = :J. •
Subst1 tut1ng 1. for � in the first de:rivative j;•:3¢1:..i'r-�
results in

fr,::-'1;

is theref'ol'e -9.

the �lope

or the function when � •1.

See Figt1re 40.

Pointe o.f In.fleotion
A po1nt o.f inflection may be de!'1ned as a point where
the slope is na1tner 1ncreas1np: or deoreas1np:.

Hence the

change in the slope with respect to the change in� 1a
equal to zero.

Thus, points of 1nelect1on may be .found

by taking the.derivative o.f the first derivative with
respect to the independent variable and setting it equal
to zero.

This ia, of course. the second derivative or

d(ffl By follow1nP: the same
. -�
d,,,

procedures aa those used in
finding the cQordinates of
the relative high and low
------++-+-t------i"� points, the coordinates of
the points of inflection

can be determined.

For ex-

ample, again using the equao
Figure 41

tion 'll'��t11� ,.-4�,1, 1,, the
second derivative is found

to be t�-g and the point of 1nfleet1on 1s (1.3_, .S-.?).
Figure 410

See

Horizontal and Vertical As:ymptotes
If a curve approaohes a limit, this limit is said
to be an asymptote.

Expressed more precisely•

If the tangent to a ourve approaches a definite
limiting position as its point of contact recedes
to infinity. the line so approached is called an
asymptote (22:141).
Horizontal asymptotes (parallel to the x-axis) may
frequently be found by first solv1nR the equation for?!
and then determ1n1np, for which values of:; � becomes in=
finite.

By solving the equaticyn for'}/. vertical asymp=

totes (parallel to the y�ax1a) may be found in a similar
manner.
For example. if�,::,1�•

it may be seen that as
approaches

r.J,

-�

:Y

% approaches

infinity and the horizontal

-------+-------;>� as-ymptotes are therefore
y;±J. · Similarly ,,

x�"

is

found to be a vertical
asymptote (Figure 42) o
Figure 42
Sign Lines and Tangent Carriers
The graph of a function. of the flret power or an
odd power. which 1! obtained by setting a raotor of an
original function equal to zero !s a sign line.

A sign

11ne·d1v1des the plane fo?-med by the coordinate axea ae=
cording to signs or regions of opposite s1�nso

For exQ

3

ample• in the equation y-2.=f?t-:'/) the sign lines are -;t-:.L

and y::i •

It 1s seen that if' %=-t. the factor(z-..t) is zero.

I-f f., is Rreater than one the factor 1s positive; 1f X is
less than one the factor ls negative.
tion exists with the factor
or less than 2 •

&-z) for

A similar situa ..

valu�s of

3"

�ree.ter

It is noted further that the sign of

either a positive or negative factor rema1ns_unchanged
ir it is raised to ari odd power.

If a ractor is raised

to an even power. however, the resu--itant expression 1e

always positive and a sign line does not exist f'or that
factoro
Considering the equation r�2-::: f')(-.:1)-S• the slgn lines
Z=t and

J1

2

2 separate the plane into tour regions e.nd o:f

fer a means for determining 1n which re�ions the curve
This is done by picking any point

can or cannot exist.

in each re�ion and substituting its coordinates in the
original equation.

By selecting the pointa.,41) 1n the upper

ri,a:ht region and substituting the val,)es in the equation,

it is seen that the signs of each side of the equation
are(+) so the curve may exist in this region.

Usin� the

same procedure for the upper left region. the signs are
found to be(t)::.(�); this is not possible so the upp.er le.ft

region 1s marked out (Figure 43)o

The lower lert region

signs are(-)-r:.{-) ;" the lower right re�lon s1p.;ns are(-)�)and
therefore 1mpossibleo

Thus. the curve may exist only 1n

the upper right and lower left regions.
3

Figure 43 shows the QO;raph of the !'unction 11-2),(-,-)) •

= 41 =
Notice the interseet1on of
the sign lines ls a point
Th1s la al

on the curve.

ways true 1f the intersecting
s1gn lines are on opposite
sides of the ori�inal equa•
tion �ince the �oord1nates
of their point of intersection
Figure 43

will make both sides of' the
equation zero.

In an equation of the familiar parabola, y: ,c 2-.2¥-I"
or y:(?f+J)(')l-11), the sign lines are

y::i::, • ,xs•J ,, and �=-¥.

The

possible re�ions in which the curve may exist as deter�
mined by the sign lines� and the graph of the equation
are shown in Figure 440

The Intersection of

'Y�d

w :i th

each of the vertical sign lines are points on the eurve.

F1m.:ire 44

Fim.:ire 45

F 1 r.:u re 46

- 42 °

Moving one vertical sign line closer to the other
vertical sign line, cona1der the equation y. ,t ":.r-,11'1 or
Notice that as the ve:rtlcal

�=-f:r-,)(�--,)(eee Figure 45).

sign lines come closer together the points

or

intersection

of 1= {) and the vertical sign lines alao come closer to
gether.

If these vertical sign 11nes coincide• the equa=

p-=co/·�J

which introduces a new
t1 on becomes r=(,<.�)(,-,.J or
situation where the factor of the equation ls raised to
an even power (Fi@Jra 46).

factor ('Jt-Y.i equals zero.

It is seen that 1.f�s'f, the

If � ls erea ter than If, the

factor .is positive and 1r Xis less than� the factor
remains positive, so it is not a s1�n 11ne o

Notice that

the ruled out re�1ons below tha x-axis have merRed and
the ruled out area above the x-axls has disappeared o
The two points of intersection on the sign line

1=�

(re�

.ferred to above) have become one point or a double po1nt.o.

This double point is the point of tangency of the sign
line 1�b with the curveo

Thus it is said that the line

Y=¥ carries a tangent at the point where it intersects
the sign 11nef=Oo

Hence this line is termed a tangent

carriero
An example involving sign lines and tangent caJTiers
is y 'l-£-27�-'Jt' 3-"'1:tJ�-.ft:I).

When factored, this equation be

comesy�f),-/,lf){i1t,r1)-:f.,,...;.t)(�-.11); -the sip:n lines are

x�tJ ,,

f: '!/. J/- � 't =.2.1 • and ft::. 'I and y�tJ is a tangent ca:rr1ero
These lines and the ruled out regions are .shown in Figure
47 together with the iraph of the runction (11:87-88).

= 43 -

4

�
.,,.

_.,,

><>

-��

Figure 47

Sign lines and tangent carriers need not necessarily
Qe first degree functions.

For example• 1n the equation

(1t�y)(�Z+yi•a.s-l'=r,,,1--1y) the tangent carrier 1s a circle (F!�re
48)o

Figure 48

.., 44 -

COMPARATIVE GRAPHING IN ONE1 'IW0 1 AND THREE DIMmSIONS
Graph.ing in one. two, and thx-ee dlmens1ons offers

many interesting comparisons.
· equation �

a.

= 1.

Here 1 t is nee es sary to have only one

axis D the x•ax1s.
on the x-ax1s

a

Consider. for example• the

Since Z=a. the graph ts s1mply a point

units from zero, the or1g1n.

See F1gui-e

49.

Figure 49
Two dimensional �raph1ng, whioh has been used so �ar
in this study, can be used in representing
and requires two axes which

rorm a plane.

two variables
For example_

the equation f-+f:..11s recognized as the equation of a
straight line with intercepts e.t (a._, ()) and (o, b).
500

Figure 50

Fi,;mre 51

See Figure

= 45""
By adding another variable i>

z.,

to the equation of

a. straight line 11 the equation of. a plane,-'.+..t!t�=.Z. is
I).,

formed.

b

c::.

In order t-o graph s. plane, a tbl:rd ax1e nmst be

added• thus introducing graphical rep�esentation in three
d1mensions.(see Fip;ure 51).

Notice that by usln� three

axes, three interseet!pg planes are formed; one plane ia
formed

by the x= and y-axea D one by they- and z-axes.

and the third by the x- and z•axes.
o-r!._ �[ ,;-f�1. are {a..J 40) ,{tJ,b,6) , and"(.:,., l)J

The

axes intercepts

c; o

The locus of all points equidistant from the origin
may

be graphed comparatively 1n one, two. and three di•

mensions.

The locus of points equidistant from the or1•

�in in one dimension is two points,��f...t. and
sented by the equation ,t.�J't,,2 o

��-A.,

repre•

The equation of the circle,

X�+�i,1,\ represents the locus of' all points equ1d1$tant

from the origin in two dimensions.
variable ,,

e,

By adding a third

.for three dimensions. the equation of a

� ·2.ie:A..
2. ,_
sphere is obtained= ... .t-t}'

S ee F 1gures 52 ,, 53, and

54�

0

Fit!'Ure 52

Figure 53

"" 46

0

Figure 54

The distance between two points in one. two a and
three dimensions offers another convenient means o� oom
par1sono

The distance butween two �olnts on a line Cone

dimension) is V(%,2

-

�)'I.,

---------:--

on a plane ( two d1mens ions) .P

!}(1t,. -�)l., {,y� -71) a.. and in sp�ce (three dimension�) �-�)�(r�-?.)��1.·i;►

Notic� the similarity in the three equat1ons o

These equa•

tions are derived as follows ualng the graphical repre=
sentationa (see·F1gures 55• 56 1 and 57) o

d=t%2-2i)
01-

a'

::J/(-z;z. - %_;t

2/sih,f the f'yf/2a.;rort:a11 t/2e'1rt:ffl

d :z=- (� -�) 2. 1(;1,_ � ):a.
cf =Vr�:i·'h'f+(P'a

Figure 5£)

Figure 56

��1Y.

= 47 ..

hy7ofenu.se o-f t/Je 1-ff4t' f1-iao/k- /J/IB,. A,fa-1;, v.rN,? tAe /Jll,3/o'"':t1,.11

.- --
--......

1Aet-efo1-e ;i/4#"11-'.f l!-4.a.r

...

-2':1)

.,___.,...___,.,..,._--:,
,,____.._...._......,_...::;.._� ;t.

·rl,:t. �[(/iAY't-{A 1.if}+ (P:ttJ)-:J.

d �: [(� -�Y-t{r3-z;):/ -1-&,-7.1)

!)_

cl�;(� -JtJH-(r.z-�)'-+("� -;,;) �

d::� f%-j(J)2.-;-(r -r)"t(;,-� -�)i.
2

Figure 5'7
HaVing shown some basic eompar1sone of graphing 1n
one 9 two 0 and three d1mans1ons and having previously
d1soussed th& properties of �raph1ng 1n two dimensions·
or with two axes� it seems approp1ate to examine more
fully some of the properties of three dimens1onal_graph1�go
The equat1on:+f rf=19 which represente a plane 5 1a

said to be wr1 tten 1n the intercept formo
tersects the x-axis at

a.,

Thia plane in•

the y-axis at b, and the z•ax1s
at c, providing �, �• and�
are not zeroo

Figure 58

shows the plane and the co�
(o-;o, o)
->-�¢

ordinates of the intercept
points.
If1t-=o the equation be�

�

e

�

Figure 58

l/_ +�=1.
which represents
comes .C
b

a plane parallel to the xaxis or the equation of the

... 48 =

straight line

This line is formed by the inter

,y:-}i+bo

section of' the plane j+-Jf+J::1 with the plane of the y- and
Similarly, if�:;." the equation of the pla.ne be•

z-axes.

comes the equation of the line or 1nteraect1on on the
plane or the x- and z--axes, and if� T:tJ 1 t becomes the

equation or the line or intersection on the plane of the
x- e.nd y�axes.
Another 1nt�rest1ng factor. which will be utilized
later in determining a po1nt in space. 1s that 1t � and

'1 both equal zero then

�;;G

which is a point on the z
axis.

Also th1s 1s the equa

tion of the plane which la
parallel to the plane formed
by the x- and y•axes and per
I .lF"/. a.nJy=�*:C.

I

pendicular to the z-ax1s
passing through 1 t at the
point j!:,:C.

Figµre 59

/

Figure 59 shows

/

_.]�-----:
··---·

···t·

--,-·
I

..

�� i,.: a"d.i! "o, "/ b
'$

Figure 60

I j.Pri11J1:-st1, �=a.
I

Figure -61

c:.

49. -

this plane and Figures 60 and 61 show the planes obtained

when � and r.: () a.nd when

7 -and�::.�

o

It will be evident

that the equation }C•a la 1n one dimension a point, in two
_dimensions a line, and now in three· dimensions a plane.
Ii' given the equation or a plane. -¥¢�.5",-' +.t? :a;�. the
.

first step 1n graphing ls to change it to the intercept
•..

. -... _, - ... f�rm�.r¢ .,-, 1):!;-=1, _thus fi!:�in_g the .x-, y-, and z ...a.xes intercepts to be .r, 1'D -·-.ana--1�- ;respectively.__ - When ;r=� the
.. ... . . . ·� �·
equa t1 on becomes ¥¥f"7 �JtJ which is the equa t1on of the

-�-

' .

.

straight line formed by the

11:

.:.;* .,,

intersection of the plane
/t"jt'i1-f:1-+1 .i- a;aQand the plane of
the· .x- and y-axes.

Written

in the slopeeintercept form.
¢

��'1-, 1 t ls readily see�

�c-f

that the 11ne has a slope or
v-1nand that the X• and
-�
.,
.
�
tercepts are .rand ,P...

By

alternately setting � and

Figure 62

y equal

to zero, the equations

of the lines on the planes formed by they- and z-axes and
the x- and z axes ar� foundo
0

Figure 62 shows the coordi

nates of the inte�oept points and the equations of the
lines formed by the intersecting planes.
A point in space ts located by the intersection of
three perpendicular planefso

For example, the point (a,,�£:)

is determined by the intersection of the planes�=�. 7�b.
and ��co

Referring to Figures 59, 60, and 61, the planes

;z::tt and �=C intersect 1n a line.
the

This line intersects

planer=b in a point, the coordinates of' which are

(tA.,�c)..

Figure 63 shows the interseeM.on of' the thr"e

planes in this pointo

I,

Figure 63

Equations with Complex Roots
Three dimensional �raphing may be applied to the
graphing of equations whose roots are complex numbers.
Thj_s f!i ves a @:eometrio si,gnlf:icanee to complex roots as
well as real roots.

For example, there are no real

roots of the equation7=.z. 2-'f-:t-i-6 11 since there are no real
values of� for whichy��, but there are complex roots
of the equa t:1 on or complex values of

z

for which y:O •

By subs ti tu ting the complex value (a.+6.,/.) for

fl

1n the

equat:i on 'Y�'% 2.-t/--,t+6, it is possible ·co determine for
which real values of

r

X is real ahd for which :real

51 =
values of

It'

ff

r

'I- is complex.

This is done as follows:

�.::¢ -'/� .,,
1'.: (a.-;b.,,:)-:.._l,/,(4.,.1b,,l) +6
%

y::: (,{., i..; .2 ;1.t,,.,: -6 .,._ 11-.. - I/� +-t
��a� I.,� IJ4., ,1,t-1--' /,2,;../J-'lb)
!s real the coefficient of .,i, is equal to zex-o.

To determine when � is real, (.2.a.b-1/-1:>) is set equal to zero,
thus:.Za..b-�b�a

•

By doing this it 1s found that:;, 1s

real when b::;.o or a=-1.

When ../-:(J the equa tion)'•.?..�,��.... -il.+-....<'12....b-$!.1,)

becomes y:lfl.,1.�l/11,,,..,.6 which is graphed using the y- and a--axes.
When a�2 the equat1on becomes
are

:trt

o

y:Z-ba� the

roots of wh1eh

Tbere:fore. j t is seen that rit'Vil)are the complex

roots of the original equation.
The complex branch of the equation 1s graphed by add
ing a third axis, theb.A..' a:x!s •

. F'i�ure 64 shows the real

values of� and the complex values of � for which J' is
:real.

bi.
Figure 64

CHAPTER VI
TRIGONOMETRIC OR CIRCULAR FUNCTIONS
As was stressed· earlier in this study• graphical
enalyses show the beha_v1or of' algebraic functional rela
t1onsh1ps batter than do tables

or values. This 1s also

true when trigonometric functions are considered�
Many of the techniques used 1n the graphing 0£ alge
braic functions are applica�le to the graph1n� of trigo
nometric functions.

For example, the first der1vat1v&

may be used to determine slope and the second derivative
to determine points of inflection.

However. this study

will be limited to the �rapblng of trip,onometr1c func=
t1ons which do not neeessi ta te the use of these ape_c1f1c
techniques.
The tri2onometrio functions to be considered are
those related to the sines,
cosines, secants. cosecants�
tangents, and cotan�ents of
various angles.

These fune

tions are defined by use of
a circle with a unit radiUBo
Referring to F':t�re 65� a

perpendjcular is dropped
Figure 65

from any point on the circle

to the .x = axia..

The distance from the point to the X·"'

axis is tt • the distance cut off on the x-axis by the per
pendicular ls b� and the distance of the point from the
origin is the :radius of the circle or1...

It 1A readily

seen that a :right tl'iaugle is formed o
By definition the sine of 9 is the ratiof, the co
sine is the ra tl of, and the tan�ent 1 s the ratio

f.

The reciprocals of these ra t!os are by def1n1 t1on:
cosecant 6.

f�

secant 9, and

f

cotangent 0.

±=

Figures 66, 67, and 68 show.the graphs of the s1ne 8
cosine. and tangent functions and their reolprocala, oo
seca.nt, secant, and cotangent respeot:i.velyo

For convemic,

ence, radian measure ls used in the �raphing of trlgono=
One unit on the vertical axis correo

metric functions.

sponds to one radian on the horizontal axis o

/�r= ���
/ ,f''Y;:.��
I

/

\\ - z
Figure 66
'I

I

r

I

.,,

= 54 =

Figure 68
Note that. since J. is 1 ts own reciprocal ,. the re
c1 procal .function· is always equal to the function or
wh1eh it is the reciprocal for the value of 1. •
ample. the sine or

f is

seca.nt off• 1s also j.

For ex

.:f. and tts reclprocal, the eo
See Figure 66.

It will be seen

also that as a f'unetion ranges from tJ. to zero, its re
ciprocal ranges from ±1 to�o0.
Trigonometric :functions often appear in more com

piex forms than those previously discussed.

Certain

characte�1stics of the graphs or more complex functions
If the function appea�s

may be determined by inspection.
in the form

,Y-;. � � t,, k is

de fined as the empli tude or

the maximum absolute valu� of the function.

In .I1'1$Jre

69 it 1s readily observed that if k=Z the amplitude 1s

/Z./ and

if k::3 the ampl 1 tude is /3/

,_

X

�

/; \�7--it'; 3� � .

\

�/ ���.:ZA-'�?!

f

Figure 69

��,,µ-...,,,C
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If' the function is of the form

Y'=�,,t,,:,

number of oy�les completed fory from

:Y =� Z-t

ti)::"

k

ls the
If'

to 8::t11'.

there are twice as many cycles as 1f

y--�IJ!. •

When kc: I/ the func tlon 1s �--� �;" and there are four
times as many cycles as 1n

y::��-

See FiJT.Urea 70 and

71 .,

Figure 70

P.

Figure '71

The period of the function or the range of values
for;(., in wh1ch the function makes one complete cycle is
defined as

IT"

�

"

The function Y=-�2�, which was 11;raphed

in Fi�ure 70� has as its period 71, meanin� the function
makes one complete cycle in which ·x. chan.a:es 1T un1 ts.
,r:�¥1,-(Figure '71) makes a complete cycle inf units
change in

't

since}�

¼tr.:- f

o

Functions often appear in a form such that they
are the sum of two or more 11!.�onornetri� functions.

Fo�

= 5G =
example. y�.2�'J'+�a')( ls the sum of the curves ��-..z.,.,,,,,;...'%
and.¼ =�2,;.

The ixraph of thi.s function may be ob ..

ta1ned by .first graphing
add1n� ordinates.

J'.1 :-.1.;u,:,.-t

and then r.,_ :&.4,./.-,1, a.nd

Sea Fip,ure '72.

:,-: f � ")t. _,._,,_
1::e,.,-e,..2,-,t. -----

......... �.,,.,2� �+�.J� -

Figure '72
The use of the first .and second derivatives 1n de

0

terminj ng rela t1_ve maximum and mlninrum points and points
of 1�rleotion will also be found useful 1n the �raph1ng
of trigonometric functions.

CHAPTER VII
EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS
When the independent variable appears as an ex=
ponent, the function is exponentialo

The simplest form

of an exponential function ls y=a.�1n which
stant other than 1 and� is the exponent o

a.

ls a con=

From the

graph o:f such a runct1on, certain properties of the
equation are apparent (see Figure 73).
1s J. because if%::�• 7:a�or ?;lo
increase, the values of

y

The Y•intercept

As the values .for ¾

aleo increase 1fa.>1 o

As ')t,

decreases indefinitely, the .function decreases toward
zero thus approaching the x axis as an a.a:71i1ptote.
0

1s true since

a."" by defin1 tion

-� L

Q..

This

and�� is zero o

It

�.....00

is also seen that the graph lies entirely above the

;x ...

axis since for all real values of%, positive or nega
tive 1 the function is posi t1veo

Note that t_he graph

rises more and more rapidly to the right of the y-ax1s
as� increases.
From the above s, oertatn general1zat:lons c �ncern1ng
exponential functions may be drawn:

(1) a�J. :for all ex

ponential functions. (2) the function is positive for all
real values of%• (3) as � approaches -oo ., the .function
approaches the x-axis as an asymptote 6 and (4) there ie
only one value of

JI

for each value o!' /,to

c:,

58

c:.

g_
I#
p

.,

Figure 73

Figure '74

If the exponential
:runctlon appears ln the form
;Y::kJ'i t may be graphed by

multiplying the ordinates of
,;t
;J=P.- by the constant k �

Fip:ure ?4 shows the graph of
%
"'=Kl for different values

of k ( k:.f

9 ·

A

.1., and Z. )..

determines the y-1ntercept
because

:y: /r0

Figi_are '75

in the rune ti on �=k� ;w., � is A- times
H.

I)

when ¼= tJ, "=A'P... or

F'or each
B.S

value of �

much as

y=tfil, �o

It

necessarily follows that if k has a negative val�e the
graph of the curve is below the x-axis but still approaches
the x�axls as an as-yrnptot� (Figura 75).
The func t1 on y::..o..,""¢.may also be graphed from the graph

= 59 =
of the func t1on

y-:t!/l. �o

soissas of(). ,;. by..i;t.

This is done by di v1d1np: the ab.,,.
Fip:ure 76 shows the g�aph or 1'f:2

for the values m=i. and

1n::J•

Wl

'J&

Not:toe that when the ab ...

sc lssas of 1. � a:re di vlded byj, which 1s the ss.nie as
multiplying them byJ', all values of JI,. are three times
as much for the same values of
,�:hen />J is

z

y

1n the func tl on- 2

°"o

all val,)es of � are one•half as much as the

same vsl11es of% on the curve;r:2 1'-o
,1

ll.

H

'

�

'

" r
8'

Figure 76

Figure '77

By combining the three forms of exponential func

tions disaussed, it is possible to graph a function-of
,,.,

the form 1/:ka. '!
function

In F1a.ure 77 this is done for the

11:5(.e t ;where k=3 �a.=2, and l'n=f•

volved in graphing this equation are�
(2 j di v!de the absc 1ssas by

·f wh1_ch

The ste_ps in=

(l} 12;raph y-zl ",

determines the graph

= 60 =
of

;y=2{-J?f.),

-t

and (3') multiply the ord1.nates of y:-2 ""by

:!$ thus obtaining the graph of ,y:�/4 i'j.

Thus faF the discussion of the exponential .func
tion �ra.� has been lim1 ted to· values of

a.

p;rea ter than

If a.,,f.1 the equation ;r�.e,-1' beaomes thet of the straight

J..
line

y= 1 because !1.

ra:l sed to any power ia i.

However.

if a... is -��eater than zero and less than�, the graph
. rises to the left of the y-axis and app�oaches the x
axis as an asymptote to the r1�ht of the y-axis (Figure
78).

When the values of a.<J.. are the rectprocals or 4>.1;

the graphs of the two eq1la tj ons are symmetrical about
the y-axis and 1nterseot the y-axis. at a common pointo
For example• F'ip.u:re 79 shows the �raph of y::2 ,,. and

r:.a.r/,

f?({)

Fi,sure . '78

,;,

"t: '2.

1::(f)'/;

= 61 =

CHAPTER VIII
INVERSE FUNCTIONS
All

functions discussed so far have been of the

form 'll�fl%).

t ,new

By solving these equatlons for�

ftinc tions, �=Fir)

.functions.

#

instead or

a.re introduced called inverse

The purpose of this sect.i.on 1s to show the

inverse properties, through p;raphi-ng, of
already studied, namely

those runct1onl:'!

algebraic functions, trigonometrio

functions, and exponential functions.

The �raph of the

inverse f'unotton is, of course, the same as the p;raph of'
the

or1g1nal function if the vertical axis is used for

values

of the independent variable¥.

It is customary.

however, to use the vertical axl s to represent the de
pendent variable.

This· can be done by interchanging ?t,

and� 1n the function �:ff:Jo

If this is done, the in

verse f'uno t1 on 't -.Fl'¥,) is symmetrical with the function
J-=f/-1)with respect to the bisector of the first and third
quadrants.
The p;raph of the function

1•:J-, +6

slope of .3 and x- and y-1nteroepts of
ly.

The inverse of this is

(Figure 80) has a

-z

and , respeot1 v_e

f �ftt w.z which has a slope or

and x- and y-1ntercepts of 6 and

-z

respectively.

-f

Notice

that the two functions are symmetrical w�th the line -;t. -: �
or the line bisecting

the first and third quadrantso

<->
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To demonstrate the in
verse function of a second
degree al�ebralo function,

a simple example of a para•
bola is used.

f: " 2.

'lbe p,rnph or

is symmetr1cal with the
.J

y... axis and the inverse,=�•

ls symmetrical with the x�
Figure 80

axis.

However, fl'om the

graph (Fi1ZUre 81} it may be

seen that the two funct,.ons are s-ymmetrlcal about the

. /

/

/

Figure 81

F1sure 82

Because of the complextty involved 1n Rraphlng the
inverse higher degree algebraio .function of more. than one
factor, the simplest one.1-:.,y. 3 • is used tor purposes of

= 63 =
illustra tlon.

The inverse

or

th:l s fnnct1on 1a

7" ft.'J. or

lt=f 3 (see Fir:mre 82).
The �raphs of the tr1v.ono�etr1c tunct1ons and their
inverse functions show very interesting �aphical rela

t1onsh1ps.

Below 1n Fir,:ure 83 a�e the tzrapha of the slx

basic functions and thelr inverse runctlo�e.

'l'he ln•

verse of the function;=�,,- ls temed the angle whose
sine is � and denoted as

1:IJ,k,.,,,,;,..ltl •

The inverse of' the

cosine, secant, ooseoant. tangent_ and cotangent :func
tions are denpted in the same manner.

/

Figure 83(a)

/

Figure 8S(b}

)

/
1
ct.

;t

,.

,,
�

.,-=�.u.c�

·�

=�a,c,,1'

Figure 83(d)

Figure 83 Cc )

/

Figure B3(e)

�

/

Figure 83(f'l
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1,1.

The inverse of t�e exponential t'unotton �="- 1s

;t=7a..1t w}).1eh

1s tern_ied a logai-1 thm1o

For

hnotion.

purposes of graphing, the lo?-arittw1c f\lnot!ons may be

written in the e.xponent1al fol'ffl, hence
.

I!.•.-"'•
.

Fi�N

84 !»'hows the graph of the e,cponenti1a1 f'Qnct1oncf1YI" and
its inverse. the logarithmic .t\Jnot1on;,=�2. "' or

/

/

/

/

/

/

Figu:re 84

'Jt.=2•.

= 66
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, CHAPTER IX
THE USE OF POLAR COORDINATES IN GRAPlllNG
In addition to the rectangular coordinate system of
graphing used thus far, there is a system oalled the
polar coordinate system.

Using the polar system. points

on a graph are located by a distance from a given point
and an angle from a given axis.
ferred to as

9,

The angle. usually rec

is measured from the 1n1 t1al side OA

{the polar axis) to OP (ot length,\).

The fixed point.

0, from which distances are measured is called the
pole.

OP is also termed the radius vector and 8 the

vectorial angle for point P.

See Figure 85.
If the polar system 1a
related to the rectangular
system with the pole at the
origin and the polar ax1s
along the x-axis as. 1n Figure
86, the following equations
are readily obtainedo

% =..1. � e

't 2-+ ,Y '2,,:..-\, 2.
�8c.

Figure 85

�

v;;'"+" �

.

=..-i.- � ,

-f: �
f

�6=-

� .. aA,C.,�..3l
�

ti

,;;. ,.., 1 ,_
;Y
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,It_

Figure 86

f

It" 4- 1a negat1ve ., -A
1s the distance betweenO

an.<:l p • and the angle 1a 8+✓Yl tJ

I

-�'

f).f4'.a..0

(Figur� 8"1).
'/t

'1

Hence�/6., ,,��)

•
:$.
-..-\...
_,__ and c.,,..(-6;-/T" :$.
0)

When g1"8.ph1ng polar

equat1ons 1 it 18 more con=

·I
Figure 87
pole in the center.

ven1ent to use polar coord1•
nate paper which 1s ruled in
concentric o1rcles with the
Lines radiate from the center at

regular interval� and there 1s a circular sc_ale tor de
termining angles and a linear scale for determ.1n1ng dla•
tanoas along the radius vectoro

However, by us1ng the

equations obtained previously0 polar cootdinates may be
transformed into rectangular coordinates and graphed.

= 68 .,_,

For example. the pola� co
ordinate equation .,1:s/ is

equal to the rectanP,Ular
equat1on�1¥p- �=, or 1''1,+;,';:r,.
See Fl�re

es.

Aa in the case or the
equation

.functions are more easily

l
Fisµ:re 88
tangular form.

or the cll'Cle. many

graphed when in the polar
form than when in the rec

0

For e.xample .o the polar equation -1,.11 dl.(1-.....,6)

,---:::--,. -i
when changed to the rectangular fo:rm beoomes �'?)1=1J.V11--a
-1p "'-tl.�o

It 1s readily seen that the latter equation would be very
difficult to graph.

However. the polar fol'l'l1 of the equa

tion, A. -sa,{1-�o-). 1s :rele.tl vely s1mple to graph (Figure
89).

Since the maximum and minimum values ot � do ai-e

-1-.2,. and -:L • the maximum and mln1mum lralues ot .,-1, a:re
and 2 "- •

If �::. tJ • 4 :r .a. J 1f

....,_-;2A,; and if� :-.211. 1,,"4-,.

�=f•,,._-:I)

a,

; if 8 -:.71' • 4-;A-; 1.t S-

::f'°'•

Addi tlonal points on the curve

are located by giving� values other than the ones meno
t1oned above.

'nils particular curve 1s known as the

Cardioid.

Another example or an equation which 1s more easily
graphed by the use of polar coordinates is A 7 a. ,,,_.,20,0
As the values of' 4 range f'rom () to

() • and as ,G.,, ranges from

15

to

1f,

.;z.

f• A. rangea from � to
ranges from O to -4. •

This cycle 1s repeated three times as 8 ranges trom -{ to
J11 to form the 4-Lear Rose.

See Fi�re 90.

'I

'1E

�

J..l'\

I

I
.J1_ -

I

''

,r

$1.l,'
"t
I

.,.

Filmre 89

/

I
\.

/

'\

'

/

I

I

}]J
�

Ftgyre 90

/

'\.

'

/

,. f

,.

".l!'"
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CllAPI'ER X
StJJOIARY AlfD OafC:WSI<l'iB

In studying the history ot raathemat1ca and the
teaching o� mathemat1os the importance ot the t'unot1on
concept becomes evident.

Oraph1o teohntquea are part1cru

larly us.e ful tn deYelop1nR the conoept or tunot1on since:
(1) Graphing is a visual atd and it 1a believed
that much or ouzt leaming beg1na With the

n ■ual

and auditory organa-•perhapa as much aa 85 per
cent.
(2) Functions expressed by abstract synsbo11sm can
be related to graphs• whlah are concrete 1n
natuN.

The soundness or rel.a t1n�. the. abstract

to the concrete is accepted by moat teacher8 �
mathematics.

Graphing seems to be a particularly

useful device 1n br1dg1ng the gap between con
crete and abstract thinking for the secondary
school student

or mathematics.

Graphic teohnlques also help to correlate the various
branches of mathematios ln show1nR their relationships
to each othero
·Thts study traces bri.efly the history of the :role
of the function concept in the teaching or matl)ema.tica
from 1ts origin 1n Germany to its present status in the

= 71 =
United States.

Shellbach, Baltze�, and ltle1n wen among

the leaders 1n Germany who emphasized tbe importanee ot
the function concept.

Their ideas aprea4 1n Germany and

to other countries ot Europe aa well as to the United
States.
At the present time the importance ot t'unct1on is
quite evident in tbe secondary eohool texts• and �rapb1ng
has oome t� play a s1gn1�1cant role in deve1op1n� this
concept.
In th1a study various graphic tectmtquea aNt dis
cussed with part!cnla� referenoe to thoae .tunct1ons with
whioh the prospective teacher of secondary school mathe•
mat1ce is most likely to be concerned.

'l'beee types of

functions include algebraic� tr1gonometr1c. and exponential
functions as well as their inverse tunct1ona.
Two basic coordinate systems ueed in graphing are
ooneldered-�the re�tangular and the polar coordinate
systems.
Graphic techniques discussed in this study and ap•
plied to algebraic runct1ons include concepts of slope;
axes intercepts; the derivation of eq_uatlona as problema
1n locus; the use of calculus 1n determ1ning slope,
points of inflection. and relative maxiT11Um and minimum
values of functions; asymptotes; and sign lines and tan°
gent carriers.
Comparative g�aphing in one. two, ana three d1men�
sions is used to illustrate the relat1onah1p whioh exists
among oerta1n selected equat1ons,and three d1mena1onal

= 72 =

graphing is used to add a geometric a1gnif1canoe to the
complex roots or an equation.

The �rapba or trigonometric runot1ons are part!cu
la�ly effective in illustrating per1od1c 1'unct1ona.
Polar �raphs of certajn 1'unct1ona can also be used ertec
tively for this purpose.
Concepts ot bilateral s�metry are well 11luetrat�d
by the graphing o� inverse functions and also by the
graphing 0£ certa!n double valued :tunctiona.

Radial s,m•

metry. though not part1eula�ly emphasized 1n thla study,
1s illustrated by polar graphs o� such functions as th&
4•Leaf Rose.
It 1s believed that the graphic teohn1quea 1ncora
porated into this study are of value in the development
of the function eoncept tor the prospeet1ve teacher or
secondary school mathemat1oa.

•
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